June 17, 2019 – The Texoma Back the Badge Foundation, 93.1 Katy Country and Classic of Texoma are proud to announce that $44,500 was raised this year from the 3rd Annual Wheeler & Castellanos Back the Badge Memorial Golf Tournament, that happened on May 17th at the Denison Golf & Country Club. Money raised will go to the Texoma Back the Badge Foundation, which was established to help raise awareness and assist in minimizing the financial burden often placed on Law Enforcement agency employees who experience catastrophic circumstances including illness, serious injury, or death. A portion of the proceeds will go to the Chad Key Memorial Scholarship Fund and the Rickey Wheeler Memorial Scholarship Fund. Funds raised came from sponsor donations and community members who competed in the tournament. Over the past 3 years, $124,500 has been raised to support local law enforcement in Southern Oklahoma and North Texas. The tournament was renamed after two law enforcement officers, Rickey Wheeler and Vinny Castellanos lost their battles to cancer, shortly after playing in the inaugural tournament in 2017.

Zac Grantham, Content Director and Katy Country AM Show Host said, “The Texoma area is truly breathtaking when it comes to supporting local law enforcement. I am overwhelmed by our loyal listeners and sponsors’ generosity. A total of $124,500 has been raised for this cause in three years. We hope this event creates an overwhelming sense of appreciation for what our first responders do on a daily basis.”
Upon the successful completion of all pending transactions, Alpha Media, a diverse, multimedia company will own or operate 198 radio stations and 200+ websites serving 46 markets across the United States. In addition to the stations and websites, Alpha Media owns the intimate performance venues, Bloodworks Live Studio in Portland, OR., Alamo Lounge in San Antonio, TX, and StudioEast in Kenosha, WI. Strong relationships with clients and community members keep Alpha true to its Live and Local philosophy. Alpha Media is relentlessly focused on innovation, efficiency, and entertainment. www.alphamediausa.com
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